A new method of moments (MoM) code is discussed. The code supports standard functionality, e.g. fully automatic re-meshing and variable's assignment, ground plane and symmetry planes. In addition, the code realizes several new features. These include significant acceleration of the filling-in of the impedance matrix for high accuracy calculations on structures with redundancies, as well as realization of the multiple domain basis functions with a support for various aggregating basis function's profiles, including piecewise linear and piecewise sinusoidal. New profiles may be easily defined. The current realization of the code has been tested on several references and showed an excellent match to the reference results.
Introduction
The method of moments (MoM) [1, 2] is a popular method of solving electromagnetic problems. There are many codes available both commercially and freely [3] . Examples of such codes include FEKO, WIPL-D, PCAAD, SuperNEC and NEC-2. Most of the codes rely on the sub-domain piecewise linear (PWL) or piecewise sinusoidal (PWS) approximation for the current distribution [1] . WIPL-D [4] , being an exception, uses higher order polynomial basis functions [2] . Most of the commercial codes are well optimized but are kept general to support financial sustainability for their providers. A particular problem is that the run times for specialized structures, including curved or corrugated elements, may be unnecessarily long due to the inability of the codes to support such structures in an efficient manner. There are also many highly specialized numerical electromagnetic codes [3] , yet these codes are usually unable to handle general three-dimensional structures, as they were designed to handle very specific problems. The proposed code attempts to combine the ability to handle general structures with the ability to handle curved structures efficiently.
The number of arithmetic operations required to solve a system of linear algebraic equations resulting from the MoM is generally proportional to the third power of the number of unknowns [2] . Thus, minimization of the number of unknowns is a crucial component in making the method work fast. The speed and efficiency of the modeling heavily depends on the basis functions used. Higher order basis functions (HOBF), for example, are more efficient in modeling as one needs fewer unknowns per unit of length [2, 5] . A limitation for most of the existing codes including HOBF-based, is that they model smoothly curved structures using piecewise linear approximation of geometry. This often leads to an unnecessarily great number of unknowns used to model relatively small loop and spiral antennas, coils and other curved structures. This is because the program creates a dense mesh to describe the curvatures sufficiently accurately and assigns each mesh element at least one unknown, whilst the current may vary very slowly. The code described in this paper addresses this issue by applying macro-type [13, 14] basis functions called multiple domain basis functions (MDBF). The MDBFs are based on the original research [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Many structures include a substantial degree of symmetry, including hidden symmetries, or repetitions, which are not always easy to take advantage of in the code. Also, it is sometimes necessary to run computations with a high accuracy, leading to long run times. Most of the commercial codes try to address the former by using an advanced, usually hierarchical way to store the information about the geometry of the problem. This information is later used in the process of computing impedance matrix elements to avoid repeating redundant computations. However, there is another way to address this challenge by using memoization [10] , a technique aiming to store and reuse the previously computed functions [11] . This technique has been realized in the code.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction into several novel methods realized in the code. Next, Section 3 provides a short description of the main functionalities supported by the code. Section 4 incorporates conclusions and next steps for the development.
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Brief Overview of Some of the Novel Methods Used in the Code
The multiple domain basis functions (MDBF) belong to the class of macro basis functions [13, 14] and can aggregate several original/old sub-domain basis functions into a single new composite basis function [6] [7] [8] .
The new basis function is represented as a linear combination of the old basis functions with pre-defined constant coefficients. An aggregation of the old basis functions permits to unlink the mesh density from the number of unknowns N. This reduces the rank of the new impedance matrix, which is now based on the new set of MDBFs. The whole process may be expressed as a series of matrix multiplications [6, 15] and can result in up to O(N 3/4 ) gain in speed compared to the traditional method of moments [15] . Also, in order to support the process of aggregation in the code automatically, three different re-meshing techniques have been devised [6] . The method can be easily fitted to most MoM codes, as shown in Figure 1 [6] .
The calculation of the radiation pattern was also speeded up using an original method described in [17] . The method uses two schemes: Maclaurin series approximation and integration by parts, combined to achieve an optimum compromise between the speed and accuracy in computing radiation integrals. The technique is capable of handling the hierarchical polynomial basis functions of [2] .
Another novel method implemented in the code is a memoization technique [10] . The term memoization is derived from Computer Science and refers to the use of cache to avoid repeated computation of functions. The technique was used to accelerate computation of the elements of the impedance matrix and showed acceleration factor exceeding an order of magnitude, subject to a high accuracy requirement.
On Code Functionality and Application Results
The package of programs was written in Matlab and the code is entirely original. 
Loop over Generators
Obtain network matrices Z and S
Loop over Frequencies
Obtain new excitation vector V 1 , obtain new solution I1=Z1 -1 V1, substitute it as the old solution I=M I1
Obtain new impedance matrix Z1=M There is also additional functionality to co-work with two versions of WIPL-D [4] and with PCAAD [18] :
• Import and export of WIPL-D compatible files defining geometry and definitions (.IWP, SMB), current on wires and plates (.CU1), containing network parameters (.AD1), far field radiation patterns (.RA1) and near field (.NF1); • Direct conversion between PCAAD and WIPL-D file formats for the geometry files;
• An option of executing WIPL-D software to process a project;
The code was successfully tested against many samples selected from WIPL-D reference examples as well as against some of the references from [1, 21, 22] . Some of the test results are provided in [6] . A sample of results showing advantages of MDBF versus standard MoM is shown in Figure 2 . Moreover, the code or its parts were used in several studies and resulted in publications [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 19, 23, 24 ].
Conclusion and Next Steps
A new moment method code had been realized and tested on several examples. The code has an embedded automatic re-meshing mechanism and permits aggregation of the basis functions under the macrotype multiple domain basis functions of arbitrary shape with very little computational overhead. The multiple domain basis functions enable efficient modeling of curved structures, whilst requiring very little additional coding. As such it is also well suited to model smoothly bent objects using existing codes supporting only piecewise linear or piecewise sinusoidal basis functions. The studies showed that the proposed method offers improved speed compared to a standard MoM. An additional feature in the code takes advantage of the unobvious repetitions in a structure and permits to accelerate the filling in the impedance matrix, subject to the accuracy requirements. The tests have shown that for the bent objects the method produces accurate results within much shorter time than a standard MoM. The method's efficiency increases for high accuracy requirements.
The next steps in advancing the code are expected to include support for higher order basis functions [2] , implementation of characteristic basis functions [25] , as well as optimization of the impedance matrix routines support of quadrilateral elements [2, 4] and full support for a simple yet efficient pre-conditioning technique already developed by the author for the wire junctions [19, 20] . Convergence of input impedance with growth in the number of variables (the "outwards" direction is used for the remeshing algorithm [6] ). The current is compared at the feed point against a direct MoM generated reference.
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